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The Great American Novel (K. D.)

As any

devotee of mail order catalogues knows, the term
an alarm amid the small print is K.D. knocked
down. To put it bluntly, it means that you, dear consumer, are
the last step in the vast process of production; that you, my inept
and five-thumbed friend, are going to have to put the damn
thing together.
"Knocked down" is also a pretty good description of what
you will be after you read the directions (if the manufacturer
has been so thoughtful as to include directions) "Insert cantilever
bar A into transverse dorsal fin B, making certain that perforations C, D, and
are in alignment with striated markings on
underside of plane F. Caution! Do not use force!" Of course, not
all directions are this clear. I like the ones written by the Japanese toy manufacturers whose English was apparently learned
from, a book with some pages missing. "If hole not fit, not to
wo7i'y! Please to make new one in location where one needs."
Such directions are, naturally, always confronted well after
midnight on Christmas eve, after a dozen trips to the hardware
store, the usual holiday libations, and a small panic over having
forgotten the gift for Aunt Minnie, who has telephoned that she
will be over tomorrow "to drop off a few things for the kids."
If that time is not convenient, a summer day over 90 degrees will
do fine, providing the assembly takes place in the back yard
and you have a sufficient complement of children to compose a
mixed choir singing the familiar aria, "Is it ready yet? Is it,

—

that flashes like

.

E

huh?"
It was only a matter of time till this peculiar American
madness reached the publishing business. The remarkable result
is Jaws, the Peter Benchley opu^ which has taken that perfect
eating machine, the shark, and transformed it into a best selling
book and an even more popular movie one which Hollis Alpert
has described as "the perfect money making machine."
What is most impressive about all this is that Jaws came
"knocked down" in the form of a one page scenario presented
by Benchley to his publishers. A 300 page novel was then
assembled by the author and his gallant crew of editors from
pieces of driftwood that had been floating on the seas of literature for years plus a few prefabricated sex chapters of the kind
available in every publisher's attic.
(Continued on Page 5\)
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JOHN BOVEY

MAZE OF STREETS on the Montagne Sainte Genevieve
THE
was even more confusing than Chris remembered. Since
juniors of the delegation could hardly expect to use Embassy
cars on business so clearly personal, he had taken the Metro and
lost his way coming up the hill. By the time he had searched
out the right number, Jean-Pierre was standing in the archway
looking for him.
Chris recognized him easily the long, thin frame the pale
bearded face; the heavily lidded eyes that brightened when he
saw him. Jean-Pierre had abandoned his levis for a pin-stripe
suit that pinched and flared in the wrong places. His flowing
curls (in the old days the Americans all said he looked like
Moliere) had been trimmed in a compromise that left his ears
uncovered but not his collar. His broken nose had never quite
straightened out.
The cobbles of the courtyard recalled those of the Sorbonne.
The pale sky of April was studded with the familiar lavenderbellied clouds that promised a Parisian downpour. And when
Jean-Pierre pressed his hand in a dry, nervous grasp and said
"Aiors, vieux pote," the last seven years were for an instant
abolished. Chris felt the quick, sad pleasure of homecoming. He
hovered on the edge of tutoiement and then drew back: "Alors,
mon vieux."
The lift was out of order, and they climbed a twisting staircase whose threadbare carpet and smutted skylight had seen
better days. At the sound of their feet on the parquet, the door
on the third floor right opened just a crack, and a little girl
with a pigtail and a smocked blouse slipped through and stood
clinging to the big brass knob.
"Je vous presente Josette. Dis bonjour a monsieur, mig:

;

nonne."
Chris leaned down and took the small reluctant hand. "Bon-

jour mademoiselle. Mais tu pcerles anglais, n^est-ce pas? Comme
ton pere."
Josette was unsure: her eyes travelled in wonder from his
homburg to his shiny shoes. Then she turned and scurried back
into the entry.
Chris followed, struggling out of his coat. "She's got your
eyes all right, Jean-Pierre. Your eyes exactly."
"And why not?" said Jean-Pierre drily, "She is mine, after
all.

"How

old is she?"

Four next month. She's a little shy with the
strangers. He grinned, just as he always had, to signal an initiative with idioms. "Come in, stranger, and meet the wife."
Chris laughed. "Bravo Vous n'avez pas oublie Vamerloque."
"Ah non, au contraire. I practise it all the time. The audiovisual people adore it. Now that our enlightened government no
longer allows the Americans to teach here, I do English as well
as French. All the others speak British, but I'm considered quite
the old cowboy, even though I've never been west of Rouen."
"So the American comrades did you no harm."
"Of course not. But you forget my brilliant thesis on Texas
ballads."
"I haven't forgotten."
Louise Chardon came into the tiny salon just at the moment
they did, almost as though she had waited in the wings for her
cue. She brushed a bit of flour from her polka-dot skirt and
smoothed down a bun of auburn hair, from which a few strands
escaped at the back. "Alors, enfin c'est le fameux Christian," she
said. Her smile was friendly but a little cautious, as though
there might be a dental problem. She gave him a large warm
hand to kiss, a little moist from the kitchen, but Chris shook it
damned nice girl, he decided. Not at
in the American manner.
all the flaming revolutionary. Not even Mere Courage. For some
reason he felt a pang of disappointment.
Jean-Pierre said huskily, "A little Pastis, mon vieux?" With
out waiting for an answer, he vanished behind a plush curtain
that clicked on wooden rings. There was a gust of meat smells
and after a minute the ring of bottles and glasses.
"Un jus de tomate pour moi, cheri," Louise called after him.
The two of them stood awkwardly for a minute, looking
down at the grate, where kindling wood failed to conceal a deposit
of cigarette butts. There were other signs of last minute brushing up: magazines lurking behind a chair; a parchment shade
still skew-gee atop the knobby reading lamp. Behind the glass
of the bookshelf Chris's eye caught the green and gold binding
"Four.

!

A

of the Vivaldi guitar and mandolin collection which had been his
farewell present to Jean-Pierre.
Louise planted herself on the edge of a very shiny Louis
Quinze chair and pulled her skirt over her knees. "Be so good to
have a seat." She smiled at her own linguistic temerity and waved
toward a bulging armchair. "I can never get out of that one."
From the sagging depths, a spring prodded him familiarly,
and Chris recognized an old friend. It was voluminously swathed
in toile de Jouy, but he remembered it from Jean-Pierre's garret
the imitation leather marbled with ink
in the Rue Descartes
stains; the legs submerged in a sea of sheet music and newspapers, mimeoed strike broadsides and picket cards. Usually you
had to remove Jean-Pierre's guitar in order to sit down.
It was Louise who broke the ice. "Jean-Pierre was really

—

excited when you called."
"Well, it's damned nice of you to ask
"He mentions you so often."

me

out."

"Mentions me?"
"Well, the others too. .But you especially and someone called

Tom, with a long name."
"Cunningham."

—

"C'est Men cela. And then the the evenements, you know
of the spring the barricades and all. It means much to him still."
She paused. "Perhaps more than to all of you who have gone
:

away."
Chris stirred uneasily. "You know in '68 everyone was really
too nice to the foreigners. Even during the worst days, we met
with our professors. I had to go through lines of police to take
my exams at Sciences Po. 'Not your fault,' everyone said. 'Why
waste your time?' That was very kind, but it left us a little
on the sidelines. Most of us anyway."
"Everything since then has been rather discouraging. Being
a militant, Jean-Pierre isn't welcome at the university. He has
no communist patrons either." She sighed. "And now here is
France again how would you say 'au bord du gouffre'?"
"On the edge of the abyss."If only she would abandon the
wifely struggle to keep up with professional interests and fall
back into French But it was not for him to initiate the switch.
"No one seems to care much. At the universities it's just
bla-bla-bla. And at the Formation Professionnelle his pupils are
mostly bourgeois. They keep quiet. Like me, eh? Personally I
don't mind. But Jean-Pierre misses the old the old excitements.
And he loves to talk about les Americains."

—

!

—

Les Americains maybe, Chris thought, but probably not les
Americaines. Not Julie Blumenthal, for instance, the Pasionaria

from Brooklyn with her knitted bucket hat jammed down over
streaming black hair, and her scratchy voice. Julie had never
been one to smolder in silence. She flared out at everything and
Vietnam, NATO, Greece, Johnson, De Gaulle,
Pompidou. She was ready for sit-ins at the Odeon and ripe for
the paving blocks at St. Germain des Pres. But in music she was
an unreconstructed "retro" saving her pennies for Segovia and
beating on the doors of the Conservatoire for auditions in classical guitar and mandolin. Even after she had fallen for Jeaneveryone:

Pierre Char don, the young Danton in jeans, she used to needle
him because all he did with his guitar was to thrum accompaniments for "that cowboy crap" and for the "Internationale" and
"Le Bon Citoyen."
In the fall of 1968, when he had got back from France,
Chris looked Julie up in New York. They had gone to a desultory
cocktail benefit for striking museum workers, but Julie wasn't
really with it. Like the Great Revolution, she had faded at a
touch: "A year on the barricades. And look at me now. Madam
Respectable. God, but I'm respectable. I don't smoke pot. I don't
sleep with anyone. I don't even play the guitar any more."
Chris had heard the rustle of Jean-Pierre's ghost. iBut both
of them had been careful to talk about him in terms ("Say,i
.") exactly like those they reserved
remember the day we
for other ghosts of their jeunesse folle.
^thrown
Julie's family had thrown her with her own kind
her good and hard and you could hardly hold it against her that
she was Mrs. Irving Lipp of Seventy-second Street instead of
Madame Jean-Pierre Chardon of the Fifth Arrondissement.
But if Julie could only see Louise! The big legs, the solid,
friendly body, the skewered hair. And the placid eyes, cornflower blue. Well, the hell with Julie. At least her Danton rate
had got himsef a woman who would stay the course.
"I wish I could have made it for the wedding," Chris said.
"Jean-Pierre missed you. You were nice to send the telegram. But naturally it's not every day that you find yourself
in Paris."
Chris stretched his legs; the old armchair was suddenly
uncomfortable. "No, I'm afraid not. Oh, I go through now and
then, but you know how it is. You plan to look up friends, but
you never get outside the Embassy. And then you wake up and
seven years have gone by."
Jean-Pierre poked his way through the curtain, hugging a
bottle and tumblers and a brass-plated ice bucket. As he reconnoitered for table space, Chris almost laughed aloud to see his
feet trailing after the rest of him; it was just the way he used
.

—

.

—

down the *Boul Mich*.
Louise scrambled up and slipped a plastic coaster under the
bucket. "Attention a la table," she said.
Jean-Pierre hardly looked at her. "You are of a splendor,
Christian," he said. "Diplomacy has made you smooth and sleek."
"Like a seal, you mean. But seals get more exercise. I'm
getting pretty good at juggling, though: there's petroleum and
the Mideast and" he pulled a long face "the surprises of your
Foreign Minister."
"France is always there with the surprises, mon vieux. Our
experts at Sciences Po must have taught you that. Shall you stay
long this time?"
"Search me. The juniors follow the Secretary, and the Secretary follows the crises. If he'd only stay home, I might get some
leave. I might even get to go skiing again."
Jean-Pierre frowned as he filled their glasses. "We expect
to see you ambassador one of these days, you know."
"Fat chance Maybe there's room in Abu Dhabi, or Ouagadougou. Of course right now anything is better than Washto carry placards

—

—

!

ington."

Somehow, as he looked around the dingy little salon, the
hard work of the last few years seemed paltry; the triumphs
at the exams, the fluent French, the cascade of promotions
it
was all a bit too lucky.
"Oh there is room everywhere," Jean-Pierre said. "Even
in Ouagadougou, your enemies are active."
'Ah, les sauvages!" cried Louise. "What ingratitude!"
"The rest of us could never forgive the Americans for their
damned generosity. Now we don't have to. You are getting
cynical too. But as you are still rather big, you are to blame,
you know, for all our troubles."
"But really, things don't look too bad here. Stores are
crowded. People eat their heads off. There's the usual moaning
and groaning and milling around."
"Ah, la grogne et le hargne. You sound like General
de Gaulle. Frenchmen always groan. But nowadays, quelle
foutaise! Already our great leaders are smashing up the eternal
union of the left. But you remember how the Communists kept
us off their hunting grounds in '68."
Louise struggled to her feet. "Parle pas de ces salauds-la,
Jean-Pierre. Et plus de politique, hein? Pour une fois. And now
I go to see after our lunch. Perhaps our daughter already eats it."
When she had gone, Jean-Pierre splashed more Pastis into
Chris's glass. "Good for hangover," he said.

—

—

"You don't miss much. So now what do you give me?
Remember?"
"Ah oui the hair Don't tell me now." Jean-Pierre snap-

—

—

give you the hair of the dog that bited
that bit you."
"Excellent Last night, to my shame, our delegation covered
the Lido and the Crazy Horse."
"Mais c'est degueulasse. Those places are for foreigners.
You are not a foreigner. Not in France."
"Thanks, Jean-Pierre. I feel the same. But I can't be snooty
with my colleagues."
"Diplomacy, whisky, les Bluebell Girls not a good mixture
for a man of your years. You need a wife."
"I'm only thirty-one."
"In the grand siecle, we would both be considered toothless
old men. No prospects ?"
Oh yes." Chris was furious to find himself blushing. "Nothing serious yet. I suppose you heard Tom Cunningham is

ped his fingers. "Yes.

I

!

—

engaged."

"Cunningham? Sans blague!"
"No kidding. He's become very
coming man in data

"What

sedate. He's in business.

A

retrieval."

could be better?

Cunningham! Pehaps he

And

for a grand sentimental like
computer that retrieves

will invent a

the past."
we'll make do
"
'the little phrase.'

"Meantime
"Ah,

with Proust."

"You remember Cunningham's music? And the tape recorder?"
Jean-Pierre's eyes met his. "Of course." And then they both
looked away.
"Tell me," Chris said quickly, "what about all the chers
collegues at this end?"

"You mean the Frogs.

Well, Polge is still a Trotskyite but
tolerated at Vincennes. Anselme has made his peace with
the rector at Nanterre."
"And the red-headed Breton who chained himself to the

he

is

Luxembourg fence?"
"Ah, Dornac'h: le Marxiste, style Groucho. I have no idea.
After they deported Cohn-Bendit, the comrades melted away,

you know."
"Cohn-Bendit— Dany. Good grief!"
"Yes, Dany. He seems about as close as Jean Jaures. And
I'm so busy running up and down office buildings with my
movies and magnetoscopes that I never see anyone. I did run
8

—

your girl friends, however. Marie-Claude
"Marie-Claude Herault, la Blonde Bonzesse."
"Yes. The Bonzesse is audio-visual too. Her racket

into one of

—

?"

is illiter-

our so called 'guest workers' from North Africa. She has
ates
a nice little empire in the suburbs." Jean-Pierre swirled his
milky drink thoughtfully. "You know it's strange about Cunningham. I sent him a wedding announcement. And a New Year's
card. But I never heard a word."
"Well, you know Tom. Even on the Solidarity Committee
one-track mind."
the rest of us had to do all his correspondence.
Tom was also, Chris reminded himself in a flash of anger,
a 24-karat snob. So much for the sentimentalists!
"Yes," said Jean-Pierre, "he was always a bit careless."
He sighed. "But then he could afford it."
lucky fellow, even in Paris.
"He could afford it all right.

A

A

My

."
think of that fantastic apartment
The next instant he wished he had kept his mouth shut
knew Jean-Pierre remembered too.

God,

A

when

I

SUNDAY

.

.

:

he

afternoon in April, rather like today, with a
the air. They had gone for a long walk along the
river he with the Bonzesse, Cunningham with a new Romanian
number, Jean-Pierre shouldering his guitar like a rifle, and Julie
Blumenthal stomping along in knee boots and red-fringed shawl,
waving her arms at the sky and shouting about the "Fafs" and
the filthy Rector. They ended up at Cunningham's place, a monument of Art Nouveau on the Quai Branly. It belonged to a ramshackle countess, and Cunningham's rent was the object of
malicious speculation among the comrades of the Rue Descartes.
Their host had eased them into the American dream by
stoning them mildly with Bourbon Old-Fashioneds. It was the
best Bourbon, and everything went, as the Bonzesse put it, on
roller skates. Other students drifted in and out. Twilight fell:
beyond the windows the lighted lacework of the Eiffel Tower
glittered against the violet sky. They sprawled on the floor of
the huge salon or draped themselves over chairs shaped like the
entrances of the Metro. Jean-Pierre plinked at his guitar, and
everyone sang "La Grappignole" and "La Bandiera Rossa," while
Cunningham darted about with his tape recorder.
It was Julie who had shifted the register and created the
big moment. Waving away Tom and the profferred bottle, she
grabbed the guitar from Jean-Pierre. She found a spindly antique
chair, incongruous among the vegetable curves, and there she
perched. Overhead a glass mushroom highlighted her dark hair
chill in

:

;

and the yellow face of the instrument as she launched, a little
shakily, into the Vivaldi A-Major Concerto. Soon she was vaulting lightly from one solo passage to another, the old guitar
resounding in its depths while the high notes picked up crystalline
intensity. A scrape now and then, a buzz on the trills, but it was
the real thing. No one budged until it was over.
In the midst of the applause, Julie raised her glass to the
she loved f lamboyancies of that kind and when she
had downed her Bourbon, she beckoned to Jean-Pierre. He crossed
the room a little disconsolately and Julie reached up and pulled
his head down for a kiss. Then she handed up the guitar, but he
put it quickly in its case and closed the cover. Shortly afterwards they got up and left.
During the weeks that followed, Jean-Pierre practised
classical until his fingers were covered with callouses and his
neighbors were on the verge of open warfare. He and Julie
borrowed Cunningham's tape recorder, and visitors in the Rue
Descartes soon learned that interruptions were not welcome.
From the stairwell you could hear Julie shouting at false notes
during which it was best to sneak away.
Jean-Pierre was just getting hot (Cunningham addressed
him now as cher maitre) when the enrages occupied the Sorbonne.
You could find Julie there every night, helping Jean-Pierre with
placards and bicycle chains, or sitting in the arcades of the Odeon
with the guitar. From the battle of St. Germain, Jean-Pierre
emerged with a smashed nose. Chris still had a dog-eared snapshot of him and Julie standing under the chestnut trees a bucket
hat and a bandaged face and rueful grins for the camera.
And then overnight the red banners and the black disappeared. The Revolutionaries faded into raggedy kids with the
old raggedy problems. Julie came home in tears from the Prefecture of Police and packed her bags. "Battle fatigue," said
Jean-Pierre bitterly. The centrifuges of Paris were humming
again.
After Julie left, Jean-Pierre hadn't much heart for the
tinkling baroque. Chris dreaded the day when he would hear the
harsh strumming for the "Internationale" again in the Rue
Descartes.
On his last day in Paris, he had taken a jaw-breaking sandwich of cheese and sausage and gone for a stroll in the Luxembourg Gardens. It was a warm June afternoon with soft, silvery
light on the leaping stretches of trees and fountains and arches.
He sank down finally on an iron chair and buried his face in his
hands. It was like the day after the high-school play or a big
football game an overwhelming sense of anticlimax. He wanted

Venetians

—

—

;

:
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to share it, but he had already said good-bye to the Bonzesse
and the others. And he wasn't sure that he might not burst into
tears.
He pulled himself together finally and went to Gilbert's,
where he bought a bound edition of the Vivaldi guitar concertos.
When he counted out his money, he had just five francs left, and
a $10 traveller's check and his plane ticket.
In the Rue Descartes he thrust the volume into Jean-Pierre's
hands, grabbed both his elbows for a minute, and then clattered
down the stairs before either of them could say anything stupid.

JEAN-PIERRE gave

Chris an embarrassed smile. For the first
time Chris noticed the network of wrinkles at the corner of
his jaw.
"Yes, it was something, that apartment." He looked at Chris
a little too directly, but he paced his recovery nicely. "You know,,
I still see that weird furniture in my dreams
those vegetable
chairs, and the mushroom lamps. The people who built those
crazy places had a safer time. Even their art still stood on its

—

own

feet."

"Or on other
fun to

people's," Chris said.

"But

it

must have been

live like that."

From the kitchen they heard a clatter of dishes and the
astonished chirpings of Josette. Clearly lunch was not routine
today.
"Le signal!" cried Jean-Pierre, twitching the curtain aside.
"Or, as you would say, 'soup's on.' Only it isn't soup."
Louise brought in four coquilles Saint-Jacques: they bore
traces of the neighborhood delicatessen, and Chris had a terrible
vision of franc notes laid out on the counter. Then came roast
veal (Chris took a second helping because Louise remarked that
it was overdone), and cheese and a pear tart of external origin.
They drank a respectable Beaujolais.
Josette sat propped up on a cushion, waving her spoon like
a wand. Her oyster-lidded eyes, uncannily like her father's,
widened whenever Chris spoke.
No one paid much attention to Louise. When she carried
plates to the kitchen, her hair clinging damply to her forehead,
Chris caught a glimpse, through the door, of dishes piling up
inexorably. He got up once or twice and pushed her chair in for
her. "Comme les Americains sont galants!" she exclaimed, with
a wink for Jean-Pierre.
The circuit of reminiscence which the Pastis had warmed
up crackled fitfully and then broke off. There were long pauses,
11

"

with the clink of knives and forks and the wung-wung of
the kitchen door. Through the window behind Jean-Pierre's
tousled head, Chris could see that the sky had become slate gray.
He braced himself for the remaining moments, the syllables still
to be expended, then the long subway ride, with the car thumping
and swaying as it carried him back to his paper work.
When Josette had been packed off, with giggles and backward glances, for her dodo ("Her snooze," said Jean-Pierre with
a grin), they settled down in the salon. Louise brought in coffee,,
and Jean-Pierre extracted a bottle of cognac from the cupboard,
and liqueur glasses, which he wiped surreptitiously with his
napkin. The cognac turned out rather treacly.
Chris cast about a little desperately, and his eye lit again
on the bookshelf. "Say, Jean-Pierre, how about a little music?"
"Music?" His host's brows knotted. "A fine idea. Our little
tourne-disque is no great stereo, but if you can stand listening to
Our favorites nowaClaude Francois or Mireille Mathieu
days," he said, with a mild ironic shake of his head at Louise.
Chris felt like a doctor who risks an audacious remedy when
hope is fading: "I saw the Vivaldi on your shelf."
Jean-Pierre rubbed his long fingers together and looked at
Louise, whose cornflower eyes looked deeply at nothing in
filled

.

.

.

particular.

savez, mon pote, I no longer play the guitar."
"No, he has sold his beautiful guitar," Louise said. "Only
last year. It was just gathering the dust."
There were two little points of red in Jean-Pierre's cheeks,
and Chris knew he had better talk fast. "You know it's a funny
thing," he lied, "but I've done exactly the same with my skis.
If you don't have time for something, it's much better to get rid
of it once and for all."
"Of course," said Louise, "it really is a shame about the
music you gave him. Mais enfin
"Ca suffit, ma cherie." But Chris was surprised at the tender-

"Vous

—

ness of Jean-Pierre's voice. "With
tian

—

well,

you know how

it

work and everything. Chris-

is."

!"

"Oh, don't I know
He lit a cigarette and went to the window. The first beads
of rain were trickling down the panes in uncertain patterns.
Soon the grimy baroque facades and the cobbles in the courtyard
would glisten like new in the twilight. By the time he had made
his escape, they would have merged, millions and millions of
drops, into runnels that slipped gently down the worn gutters
of the Montagne Sainte Genevieve toward the Seine.
"Well," he said, "the weatherman has taken over again. I'd
12

—

better mosey along
I'd better go before I get soaked.'* He
squared his shoulder. "I'll be coming through again, and we'll
get together. Real soon."
But he could hardly bring himself to turn from the window.
He had an odd feeling that when he did, the room would be empty.

Not Unlike Arachne
NINA SANDRICH
This web, seductive and abstract, is not
an advertisement, nor is it merely an ornament
to be strung like love's intricate mobile
shimmering in some shadowy corner of your mind.
effort's pragmatic; I know my own cr&ft.
To put it quite simply, this is a trap.

My

If once I wove with a different intent,
even then I wouldn't call the pastime ART.
Perhaps that's what caused so much offense!
Envy, I thought, was the name of the game,
but it's odd that a talent for macrame
should effect such a falling-out with wisdom.

instinct's a mentor who also instructs
and, though somewhat hung-up, I haven't dropped
a single stitch or lost the thread of my one
endeavor. Each spite-knot in this lifeline
was tied entirely by me, and since I alone
absorb casualties, I'll also take the credit.

Yet
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:

Toys
T.

ALAN BROUGHTON

The best were for the bathtub
not the guns
or things I pedaled or roller skates
that could not negotiate
the hiccups of pavements
flinging me to my knees and scabs
but things in tubs:
those fishes filled
with floating colored spots
the sequined ducks
the boats I harbored in my crotch
or sank on the iceberg of my toes.

How

devious the ways to
demands for finer things

cleanliness

the PT boat that ran on soda
sputtering through suds
the submarine that dove
and whirred on the bottom
heard only on the skin.

But always the best is never had:
the diver's suit with leaded feet
a stiff and rumpled cloth
and hands as mutely spread behind the glass
as the face of the plaster boy
who took my place
where I should have seen the water masked
the long cord trailing from my belly
back to all my needs
the hard head cleaving
the new-wet world
where I would have drifted
beyond the fish or even into stars
my wide eyes swimming in the light
my hands unclutched.
14
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Coudin

Irises Illness
JANE GWYNN KEANE

HEARD

the phone ring, but it's in the back part of the store
and Mrs. McCorkle was back there, so I didn't pay it no
mind. I was waiting on Miss Annie Janie Whitefoot. Miss Annie
Janie always comes to me for her underthings, I know what all
she likes and don't like.
She calls to me up front. "The telephone is for you, Delia

I

Faye."

You let somebody ask to speak to me, Mrs. McCorkle gets
Mrs. McCorkle has been right good
this look on her face.
to me through the years, but she don't like me talking on her
time, even when we ain't busy. So when I see she don't have
that look, I know something must have happened.
That was the way I found out about Coudin Iris; it was
Mr. Horace Tate on the line. Mrs. McCorkle had went on up to

Now

help Miss Annie Janie, but I could tell the way she was standing
she was listening, curious as to what Mr. Horace could be telephoning me about. Mr. Horace owns half the Seventh District,
him and his brother between them. They tight as ticks. All them
Tates is tight, reckon that's why they got so much.
Mr. Horace talks loud and he still treats me like I was about
sixteen. He says, "Your mama's cousin's took sick, Delia Faye.
You better get on over to the hospital. Miss Ruth's done gone
up to fetch her now."

"Coudin Iris?"
Horace?"

He

like to eat

me

I

says.

"What's happened to her, Mr.

alive then. "I don't

know no

de-tails.

Ruth

Tiggle ain't opened her mouth to me."
It seems he was down to the real estate office listing some
pastureland with Ruth for bout twice what it'd be worth

—

old Ola, Coudin Iris's cook, calls up just ahollering. He
could hear her. Screaming for Miss Ruth to come quick, old Miss
And he vowed that Ruth Tiggle hung up that
Iris fixing to die.

when

—
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receiver, taken out her purse and her little "Closed" sign from
the desk drawer, and asked if she could trouble him to put the
lock on when he left, she had to run home a minute. And he
said she left out of there bout like she was driving home to
supper. Didn't tell him a thing.
Ruth and me haven't never been close but cept for Mama,
and she's bedridden, I am her only living relative, outside of a
cousin on her daddy's side lives up in (Baltimore Mama's mother
and Coudin Iris's father were brother and sister; so of course
Mr. Horace felt I was the one to tell.
Mrs. McCorkle said she'd close up, for me to go on I think
she wanted to get to the phone.
I decided to ask after Coudin Iris before I faced Ruth. I
slipped in the side door and Emma Hefflin who was on duty
carried me back to where Coudin Iris was and I stuck my head
in the door. There wasn't no need to go in if they'd let me. I
could tell from there she was out of it, one of her little hands
dangling, useless, over the side, all the rings stripped off, and
this hoarse breathing you could hear up and down the hall. Except
for the breathing and the tanks and all for the oxygen tent, I'da
thought she was already gone. Coudin Iris ain't never been any
bigger than a good-sized child in that bed with the crib side up,
she looked like an old, old little girl.
Bad as she looked though, I figured she still might make it.
With a stroke, it can go one way or the other. I've seen folks
drawed up to one side with a stroke and helpless, be up doing
Course Coudin Iris ain't
for themselves in a couple of months.
Hefflin would say was, "Doctor
never done for herself. All
Justus has asked Miss Ruth to remain at the hospital until her
mother's condition has stabilized."

—

;

;

—

Emma

started
was packed. The
THE WAITING-ROOM
Belcher home, they've added on
be the
what used
hospital

in

to

off

old

to the back. The waiting-room is in what was the front bedroom,
big square room, got a high
old Mrs. Belcher's company room.
ceiling and these old-timey windows come clean down to the floor.
real pregnant young
There was mostly colored folks in there.
girl with near bout a dozen relations, like in one of them hospitals
in Africa where the whole family camps there; and this pore

A

A

old colored man, bout a hundred years old, shaking over the knob
of his stick, with two hulking grandsons, one on each side of him,
hunched up like they was whittled out of wood, not looking at a
magazine nor nothing. Over by the door set this white couple

from out

in the country.

They both looked
16

like

they been washed

and ironed

till the color done run out of them, with a weak-eyed
about five or six, about Elliot's size, leaned up against
her mama. Likely running a fever. A baby was abawling. It was
getting on to suppertime; everybody tired.
Ruth Tiggle was perched straight as a ramrod in the far
corner by herself. She had brought her a book I doubt if Ruth
woulda touched one of them thumbed-over magazines and she
turned a page and happened to glance up just time I walked in.
She was probably surprised silly to see me. But you know
Ruth, she don't never admit to being surprised over nothing.
"Delia Faye. How nice to see you." In that precise, clear
voice of hers, like she was calling out spelling words, and she

little girl

—

—

me

that deliberate smile.
don't mean that now as catty as it sounds. But Ruth's got
this deep, slow dimple down in one corner of her mouth and by
the time she gets finished showing it, the feeling is passed you
feel more like she has done bowed to you than smiled. Coudin
Iris has that dimple, the only feature Ruth got wasn't pure
Tiggle.
Well, we chatted a little while. I told her I'd have to run
on and fix supper, then I'd be back. And I offered to go out to
the house to take Ola home.
give

I

;

something
you bout that old place. Looks
LEToutMEof TELL
the story-books. Setting up on top of this high
like

hill

out on the edge of town, with this broad porch, like a skirt,
spreads all the way around it. And so peaceful and pretty, I
always want to set down up there and just stay. It was Coudin
Iris's daddy's house, he had it built to suit his fancy. I am of the
opinion that if Coudin Iris had had to live in an ordinary house,
even one year in her life, maybe she'd of touched ground sometimes,

—

Back when we was in school. Miss Wills used to tell me
had a bright mind. Well, I guess it done rusted out. You let
me get in a hurry, and I forget something ever time. Running
late, in a hard trot trying to get supper for Bob and the boys
so Bobby could make it to the basketball game and to get little
I

Elliot in the bed, I didn't give a thought to Ruth's supper. It
mind until I was wiping the last plate to put
didn't cross
away. I could of cried, if it'da done any good. I spread some
sandwiches right quick, cut some of the pound cake I'd made
ahead for Easter, and fixed us a big thermos of coffee. That'd
have to serve.
Turned out, the hospital had fed her. Ruth had moved over

my
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—

;

under a lamp, facing one of them bare front windows, still reading on her book. The waiting-room had emptied out.
Emma Hefflin was on night duty, too. Whenever she had
a minute, she'd drop by to visit with us. Of course she asked after
Sissie. She has a daughter at the University, too, a senior
and I know she knows about the fellow Sissie
Sissie's a junior
is living with, but she didn't let on. I appreciated it.
Sissie gets so outdone with me. She's trying to liberate me,
she says.
But she don't like no comments on her "life-style"
from me. The fellow seems nice enough. He don't never move
out of his chair, but he can outeat Bobby, if that's possible. When
they was here last summer, I was hard put to afford to feed him.
Around nine-thirty or ten, they brung in a carload of Nigras,
got smashed up pretty bad over near Deerlick, and after that
everbody in the back was busy. Except for the phone ringing,
or occasionally a truck droning up that long pull from the river,

—

.

it

got

.

.

still.

up on some little things of Elliot's
worry about little Elliot, seems like he gets
the tag-ends of the family, coming so late. When I'd glance up
now and then and see Ruth and me reflected in the black windowglass, I'd have to smile. Ruth with her perfect posture, wearing
one of them goodlooking tweed suits of hers, and me in my old
I

was trying

needed mending.

to catch

—

I

we didn't make a pair!
kept thinking I ought to try to cheer Ruth up, but to tell
the truth, I was about pooped. I have some trouble with my
veins of course if I'd lose some of this weight it'd help and
after being on my feet down at the store all day, and doing for
the crowd at home, I ain't got much left in me.
You know, I was nineteen years old, when I took on that
job down at McCorkle's Drygoods, younger than Sissie is. It
was to tide us over, just until Rob could get on a bit at the oil
mill. It's hard to believe, but we already had us two babies, too
there's not but eleven months between Bobby and Sissie. Lord,
we had a time through then.
Rob taken to sleeping down at the telegraph office I spect
he got as much rest there as he coulda got at home with them
two acrying on top of his job at the mill, and still we couldn't
make two ends meet. So I asked Mrs. McCorkle, and she taken
me on. I got this old colored woman named Pansy to stay with
the babies. She was slow as pond water and no great shakes to
clean up, but she was good-hearted.
Anyway, that's when I started on at the store. And excepting
for when Sissie had her illness, and when Elliot was born, I
been there johnny-on-the-spot ever since. I near bout give it up
lady's comfies. If
I

—

—

—

—
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—

when

Elliot

baby at

my

come

along, just

age with

all else

seemed like I couldn't manage ^
I had to do; but of course we

couldn'ta sent Bobby and Sissie off to school without that little
check.
Or tried to send Bobby he up and dropped out at Christmas-time. Just likes three quarters of getting that degree. But
he come on back home. Bothers me, seems like he don't take holt
of nothing. It's like he was back in highschool, going round to
all the ballgames and the dances, and waiting for his daddy to
buy his car gas and me to wash his clothes. But he says he needs
to do his own thing awhile.

—

;

—

\\7'E set

there a long while, Ruth and me, not having much
Ruth tried once to persuade me to go on home,
but of course I wouldn't. Ever so often she'd get up and go in the
back to ask after Coudin Iris; when she'd come back she'd let
in a whiff of that kind of lonely, alcohol smell hospitals always
got. There wasn't no change. Coudin Iris didn't rally, she didn't
worsen. She just lay there doing bout the only thing I ever recall
her doing, breathing, and even having help doing that now.
Tirectly, bout nearly midnight, I suppose, I suggested we have
us some coffee. I unwrapped the slices of cake and poured the
coffee and Ruth put aside her book.
It seemed real funny in that quiet dark hour of the night,
for the two of us to be setting around in old Mrs. Belcher's company bedroom eating pound cake and drinking coffee.
I guess Ruth felt it, too anyways she started in to talk. First
off she wondered if Ola had thought to cover up Coudin Iris's
birds. Coudin Iris been keeping birds for as long as I can recall,
these great huge cages of them, love birds, out on the screened-in
portion of the porch. Mr. Tiggle used to order off for them, from
Atlanta, I reckon. I know one time Ola told me that when one
died, she'd sneak it out and Mr. Tiggle would order a replacement; I spect Ruth does that now.
I could assure Ruth that Ola had covered them, she had
gone back to do it while I waited in the car. Climbed ever blessed
one of them steps again and Ola is getting up in years and
unlocked the door to go "see to Miss Iris's birds."
Well, that got us started on Coudin Iris. You know how it
is, when somebody dies or is bout to die, you just naturally fall
to discussing them. I recalled the last time I'd seen Coudin Iris,
I'd run up there with a little remembrance from Mama for her
birthday. She'd been laying out on her daybed on the porch
they wrap plastic over the screen in winter and it was warm as
spring looking like some kind of princess, the birds atrilling, a

^^

to say.

;

—

—

—
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;

bowl of paperwhite narcissus on her table, with all these here
pillows propped up behind her, just alaying there, like she always
did, watching Ola clean up her house, the yardman tending to
her flowers, and making a few prinks in something useless like
a doily or a vanity scarf when she felt up to exerting herself.
I remember my legs pained me that day near bout as bad
as they did at the hospital if it had been anybody besides Ruth
Tiggle I was setting up with I'da propped up my feet that night
as it was I couldn't even ease off my shoes. Like I was saying,
my legs hurt that evening, too, and once I set down on that
porch, it was like I'd done entered into some enchanted land I
was powerless to leave. I set there, hearing them birds bill and
and it was the hardest thing in
coo, smelling them narcissus
the world for me to prize myself up outa that chair to drive
back down that hill to fix supper.
Course I didn't say all that to Ruth, I just remarked on
how well Coudin Iris had looked that last time I was up there.
Ruth says, "Oh, Mother was never ill, before this. People
often mistake her for an invalid, but staying in and passing her
."
uh
time among her birds is just

—

—

"Her thing

—"

.

I

suggests.

.

.

.

.

"That's the

new

college talk,

Ruth."

Now that mention of college brung up Sissie again. Ruth
asked about her leg and we discussed that awhile. The summer
she turned nine Sissie had polio, her and Bobby both. Seemed
like things had just eased up a bit on Rob and me and then,
wham out of the box Sissie's illness. Bobby recovered right off
but pore Sissie, she had a hard row to hoe before we got her
to where she could walk normal again. After the second operation to draw down her heel, she done pretty good. Excepting
for the slightest little trace of a limp, you can't hardly tell it
now. Of course Sissie don't feel that way she thinks she's ruint.
Then, in the course of conversation, Ruth begins talking
about her college days, and that is what led her to speak of her

—

;

father.

TO SEE

us you wouldn't believe this, but Ruth

is

four years

in her last year when I entered
high school, and by the time she finished at the Girls' Academy,
Rob and me had us a family. I wasn't really aware of exactly
when in there Mr. Tiggle had died. Fact is, about the only
memory I have of Mr. Tiggle is of him standing behind his
candy counter, wearing a long white apron and with this little
fixed smile, waiting for Cecilia Horn and me to split a nickel.

older than me. She

was
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He was

And

since she got his business sense,
real close.
Ruth favors her father, too. Ruth's got good features. Wavy
hair she wears short and brushed back, and she wears these big
oversized hornrimmed specs, very businesslike. And she is well
respected in business. You won't hear your affairs aired over
the bridge table if you deal with Ruth Tiggle, she's close-mouthed.
I

distant, like Ruth.

just naturally

assumed they had been

Which was another reason

I

was flabbergasted when she

started in on Mr. Tiggle. And believe you me, she lit into him.
It come out, Ruth holds it mighty hard against her daddy, how
he catered to Coudin Iris and all the time expected her to.

"Always it was my mother, first and last," Ruth
worry your mother' that's all I ever heard as a

" 'Don't

He

coasted

—

down our driveway, wouldn't crank

says.
child.

his car, so the
her.
Ola raised

fumes wouldn't bother Mother, or the motor wouldn't wake

My father never did one solitary thing for me. Why
me, she even planned all our meals. Nobody else spared me a
thought did I have toys or playmates or proper clothes." She
gives me a sharp look and asks, "Delia Faye, do you remember
the type clothing I wore in high school?"
I had to admit I did.
I don't like to think back on it, but we gave Ruth a mighty
bad time in high school. You'da thought with the age difference,
the picking and the teasing woulda been the other way round.
But Ruth was a loner, and I was part of this big gang. You get
a bunch of chillun together, and they can be mean as the dickens.

—

We

deviled Ruth unmercifully. Used to when the school kids
would call Sissie names, Pegleg and Crip, and she'd come home
and cry, it'ud call to mind how we mistreated Ruth. But Ruth
never let on we got to her.
I remember one time we was all standing looking out the
window at the drugstore when Ruth come stepping past like she
had a book balanced on the top of her head, and Ligon Hanks
remarked, "I don't believe Ruth Tiggle would change the
expression on her face if her britches caught afire." Some grown

person in the drugstore musta picked that up and repeated it.
It went all over town. It's part of the town language now, you
still hear it, like tight as a Tate or mean as Will Regan's mule.
"Calm as Ruth Tiggle with her britches ablazing." I know Ruth
must have caught wind of it through the years.
Ruth was looking toward the blank window and stirring
her coffee, and still just atalking. "At the Academy," she says,
"I went by my middle name, Virginia. Those were my four
happiest years. Getting an education, getting free of this town,
that was to be my salvation. But my father managed to cheat
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me

even there. He died the night before I was to graduate. The
night before. I never even heard the speech on 'Setting Sail on
the Sea of Life'
I was at home, being a comfort to my mother."
There was this real bitter note to her voice. It brung Sissie
to my mind. I wondered if she'd be setting around sounding like
this about me some day. Sissie blames me for her leg. It don't
come out often, but it's there. One time, when she was about
fourteen, I tried to suggest a hairdo for her. "If you wanted a
pretty daughter," she says right quick, "you ought to taken
better care of her."
And down deep, I blame myself, too. The vaccine was out,
new on the market. All I had to do was to drive up to Callbert,
the same as we'd do to get a pair of shoes or visit the dentist,
and get her and Bobby their shots. This was back before we had
the hospital, or even a doctor, in town. And I fully intended to
do it. I was going to go up in the fall, buy their school things and
get their teeth checked and go by the doctor's for those shots.
Make one trip do for all.
You know, some time you just can't help but feel down. You
think you're doing the best you know how I called myself
saving taking off a day from work, Mrs. McCorkle being so
funny; the only time I do have off, Wednesday afternoon, the
and then it turns out like this did.
Course
stores is all closed
I can't know if Sissie and me woulda ever been close if this
hadn't ahappened. Sissie is 7^eal intellectual. I could tell round
that boy last summer she was kind of shamed of me. I may be
fat but I ain't sloppy, but what with the house and the store, I
don't have the time to stay up on things. Now Rob, he watches
the news. He likes to fix a little toddy when he comes home and
set out in the swing in the back with the "Albany Herald" while
I'm putting supper on. And then while I get little Elliot in the
bed, he catches the news on television. And I'm thankful for the
TV, cause that gives me a chance to listen to what all little Elliot
wants to tell, before Rob starts in to relate what went on at the
I keep hoping as little Elliot gets bigger, that
oil-mill that day.
he and his daddy'll get closer. iBut Elliot talks a blue-streak.
Steady. That gets on his daddy's nerves.

—

—

—

.

.

.

—

WELL,
to

TO GET

tell,

when

how to respond.

back to Ruth, that's what
made this bitter comment,

she

I

started out

I didn't

know

assumed Ruth wanted to live like she did. Talks
always been, what would she do when Coudin Iris passed on.
You know how folks treats old maids. Like if you don't sleep
with a man, you can't have no sense.
I
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—

says, "I have been arranging my mother*s pillows since
five years old." She turns from the window and she says
to me, "You don't know how it is, Delia Faye, to have to set your

She

I

was

aside for someone else."

life

Right then it come all over me, how much Ruth had had
up to do for Coudin Iris. I just never seen it till that
minute. I mean, being on her own, her own boss, you know and
she's done real well in real-estate.
She says, "As close as we are to Florida, do you know I
have never seen the ocean." She reaches and puts her paper cup
down and looks right square at me. "You were always at the
center of life, Delia Faye. You have everything a woman could
ask for. You can't know what it means, always to have to give
up, give in. Put your own life aside. Put your wishes second.
Have I ever been free 'to do my thing' ? Don't / have some rights
to give

;

in life?"

Us together, setting there in that waiting room with her
staring straight into me, for the first time I felt real close to
her we are real kin, you know. Pore Ruth Yet still, I wouldn't
aknown what to answer. What could I say to her?
It was lucky that at that precise moment, Emma Hefflin
come to the door. She told us Dr. Justus had been by, said for
Miss Ruth and me to go on home. Said he couldn't give no definite
prognosis, but that Coudin Iris was holding her own.
I didn't argue. I knew I had to get little Elliot off to school
Rob likes to leave early, and there's no way Bobby would be up
and open up the store by 8 :00. And I needed to rinch
by then
out a few little things. And if she should take a turn for the
worse, they can get aholt of the two of us in minutes.
But, you know, I don't much look for that. I could be
wrong now, she could die. But I'm of the opinion that Coudin
Iris is gonna rise up from that sick bed and go right to laying
on the porch, alistening to her birds and just taking the breeze,
and directing pore Ruth on how to arrange her pillows. And I
spect her to live to see a hundred.
;

!

—

.

.

.

—
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I

will Cut

Out

My

Heart
KELLY CHERRY

cut out my heart
has tricked me into desire
Betrayed its body and myself
Been a liar
I will

It

cut out my heart
has urged me to hope
Leapt like spring and stolen
The end of my rope
I will

It

For

this one last time
heart
will cut out
It has bound ma to love

my

I

And

The Glass

pulled

me

Bird of the

apart

Mind
KELLY CHERRY

Bottles

are misleading things:
unstoppered, they are apt to disappear.
They glide along the air

around.
In the movement
of glass, is that ferment
of the past,
is

that quick bird

of the mind,

which finds
pleasure in flying
the planes of line.
The bird of the bottle
is a glad glass wing
bringing the past at last to bear upon
nothing.
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Fat Girl

LEANNE PONDER
When

I was a Fat Girl
in a sausage skin,
tied with ribbons at one end
and shoe strings at the other,

my

mother pulled me through stores behind her
something she'd return
she could find the Manager.

like
if

Earth

Counts Time
LEANNE PONDER
Snow has broken the sky,
taken over the trees;
animals curl like parentheses
in burrows. They know this whiteness
is no flag of peace
it's the crust of milk
on a breast gone hard and mean.
But every meanness has

its season;
earth counts time beneath her skin;
and I tell myself I'll thrive again
as I lie awake in this cabin,
building up layers of chill,
with your memory circling the room
like a hawk that has spotted its kill.

Freudenstadt
M. E.

Red geraniums
against half-timbered houses
spill their scarlet
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crumbs.

GRENANDER

Anne

Sexton: After Death

GREGORY SCIRROTTO
can see you discolored and puffed
a body recovered after drowning
or a child who held her breath
until she turned blue.
I

like

Perhaps you were always blue
always holding your breath,
throughout your follies
and your brazen notebooks.
Perhaps that child was always
crying and scratching inside you.

This world

is

no place for a child

it kills

and leaves us empty boats
on seas of ashes.

The Friendship Tree
GREGORY SCIRROTTO
I

have

maybe

lost

in

my

friends today;

an airplane crash

or some inner city disaster

perhaps to natural causes

Framed by

this

.

.

.

window

the tree outside is
the skeleton of a dead bird.

The

tree flaps its stiff
in the brown air

but
I

it

am

does not

wings

fly,

worried for

its

roots;

they dive for the blackness below
twisting about one another,
strangling,

like

killers
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and

suicides.

The Block Collection
CLAUDE KOCH

T^ ACH YEAR when autumn and summer wrangled in Fiddler's
*—' Run, Father Stanislaus Tocik, Irremovable Rector of St.
Philomena's, came to Witticomb Drive on the (Block Collection.
his bull pup, Sled, at his side, and the bells of DeCourcy
College tolling the hour of tierce, he would emerge from the red
brick bystreets of the town; and when he crossed Main at the
Civil War monument by the courthouse, it was always close to
9:15 a.m., on a week day, in a time before men gathered dust
from the moon.
That is a way to remember him and perhaps he really was,
that year the pickets patrolled by the courthouse steps the very
ones, maybe, who had invaded the mayor's office days before,
and precipitated His Honor's tremor cordis and subsequent resignation. Father Tocik had no intention of submitting to any of
these things. It is easy to imagine him performing an intricate
dance like the walking of children's tops with a large black man
in a clerical collar and bearing a cryptic sign, who blundered
into his way. In the mind's ear one hears his cathedral voice
summoning Sled to his aid quite suddenly his passage is clear.
Such was his method for settling ecumenical disputes.
Then he tramped the campus of DeCourcy, toting the municipal school census report rolled and grappled in its middle as
belligerently as the Lord Jove's thunderbolt. His feet must have
hurt; they usually did. He was not built for walking, being
pyramidal, somewhat like a child's sandcastle. This year the
census roll was his housekeeper's scheme, providing data for
extra-curricular begging from those not of his fold. He had
accommodated himself to begging in the years of St. Philomena's

With

;

—

:

decline.

But also this time he came because his oldest parishioner,
Mario Lianzi, had fallen, and he wanted to administer communion
himself. He couldn't have come on Sunday, with his curate tied
27

up as he was in the tennis tournament at Fairaway. And Monday,
hadn't three of his boy scouts on a Camporee been booked for
breaking and entering and other high jinks in far Philadelphia.
He despised trains, trolley cars, autos and velocipedes for their
annihilation of space and consequent intimations of mortality,
and so his temper after the long trip on the Lehigh Valley bus
to the Youth Study Center in that city had made a temporary
terror of him and no fit dispenser of the Sacrament, It could
have been a subsidiary annoyance only that the rectory was
rifled the preceding night.
Mario Lianzi sat in a lopsided rattan chair under the quince
tree in his back garden, missal open on his lap, eyes brown as
the earth crusted under the nails of his seamed hands, and just
as still. The priest stood beside him for a moment or two until
Sled's nuzzling stirred him.
"You've been out digging again," Father Tocik said. He
pushed a make-shift lime spreader aside with his foot.
Mario raised three fingers in crooked salutation "I'ma see
an angel," he said. A paper bag ballooned up from his head, powdered with lime; lime streaked the clothes made for a much
larger man.
"Indeed?" Tocik laid the census sheets on the grass and
rolled a nail keg over from Mario's shed. They had known each
other a long time, since the days when St. Philomena's was the
wealthy parish in the Run, and Mario had fit his clothes as head
gardener for all the Witticomb estates. Now it was St. Philomena's had gone to seed, and Mario retired to a small garden of
his own in one of the six Witticomb houses that made up the leasings on Witticomb Drive.
"I've brought the Host," Father Tocik said. "Will you make
your confession now?"
"Blessa me Father I'ma see an angel." So Tocik, whose large
ear for phonetics was shaped by the comic strips, heard all Ital:

;

ian-American speech.
They got on with their business. Sled slipped his leash while
the priest raised the Wafer to Mario's trembling lips, and rooted
among the tomatoes where the garden ended in the linden trees
of DeCourcy College and a small stream that wrinkled down
from Fiddler's Bow and fed the Run. He flushed a rabbit and
yipped; the old man swallowed the Host, coughing slightly.
"You walk alia way to see me? At'sa fine," Mario raised
his hand again, and Tocik bowed his head to the blessing. "But
soon I'ma come to see you. It'sa time now." He dropped his arm,
and Sled, his tongue lolling with saliva and joy, ambled over to
rub a wrinkled forehead in Mario's hand.
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"I'm on the block collection." There was no implication in
Tocik's words; even when Mario was hale and reasonably
affluent he contributed only in the old world way. "I'm stopping
at Pottle's and the Narbeth's."
But Mario's mind was occupied: "I'ma see an angel in the
."
gard'; first I'ma fall.
"Yes, yes," Father Tocik said. He did not doubt angels (they
were or should be ubiquitous) he doubted a lucid story from
Mario Lianzi. "I'd better go."
"You take tomat', Father Tos'." Mario moved his cupped
hand from Sled's muzzle and pointed to a brown paper bag at
his feet. "You see, I'ma wait for you." It was his seasonal donation to the Church.
Tocik sighed. But if the old man could stoop in his pain
to pick the late, slim yield, he could at least cart them home on
his aching feet. "Bless you," he said with resignation, and bent
to the burdens of tomatoes and census sheets.
They had been Xeroxed illegally, no doubt of it, while the
woman was picking up odd change as census taker for the
municipal school board. She was a great ninny, the current
housekeeper, and she fawned over him and he would have to
cast her out, a soggy sponge of a female whose specialty was
ecumenism. He sighed again, squatting on the nail keg, and Mario
dozed. It was her idea to tap the non-Catholic families while
the wind was right, and even Tocik could see that it was a good
idea. ("Ah, Father, it's the Ecumenical Spirit," she purred.)
Tocik growled, much like Sled. Time was stealing his parish
away. The dog cocked an ear, and whimpered. They were three
of a kind old priest, old dog, old gardener. The priest shuffled
the papers for want of something to do. Mario's angel was lost
in sleep. Even as the priest watched and waited, Mario's thin
.

.

;

—

:

breath forewarned him: Philomena's was dying on its feet.
And so am /, Tocik said it aloud "So am I." Rigor mortis had
set in long ago, even before the establishment of the strange,
unaffiliated population that appeared with the founding of chemthat achievement of Mayor Krause's
ical plants in Fiddler's Run
first term, a few years after the Second World War. All Tocik
had left were the poor scions of Bavarian immigrants, a fewer
of the poorer negroes, and a very few of the old families that
held on because their aging hearts were in a sad dream of old
homes and old places. He counted his parishioners like his beads.
He had one assistant now where once there had been three. It
was his turn, therefore, this year, to leg it from house to house
and beg for his Catholic Youth Organization and his Boy Scouts
:

—
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and his Christmas iBasket. It was no comfort to him that
DeCourcy College and the Brothers of St. Bardolph who adminfly-by-nights with their guitar
istered it were in his parish
masses and their floating altars and their newf angledness. Tocik
shook out the census list, while Sled sank his great dewlaps on
his paws and rolled his eyes toward his priest.

—

TOCIK WAS HARDLY

country bred but he knew silence.
In Mario's garden was something other than silence: a
cessation, a withdrawal of the possibility of sound and almost,
for the moment, of air. Between summer and autumn now, the
garden held its breath and Tocik grew faint in that declension.
The sun glanced from the peak of a seven storey mountain, and
pinned him to the quince tree with a sliver of light. He peered
about him for an explanation and the malignant, agate eye of
a squirrel, spread-eagled and regardant on a high branch of
Mario's quince, stared back at him. A grackle hopped into a
tangle of berry, cocking its head, acute and coldly curious, transfixing him with its insolent stare. It occurred to him that eyes
were everywhere. He cast about for the curiosity of a worm,
while a silly butterfly tumbled like a jasmine leaf into a cup of
autumn crocus, and the garden fell away in a heartless lethargy.
Half -closing his lids, through the slight blur of the lashes he saw
Sled propped on his stubby paws as in a stupor, his tongue
drooped over the black and crenelated chops bulking, shapeless,
a stuffed toy. Then something buzzed at his earlobe, and he
;

;

;

;

shivered.

Mario seemed not to breathe. The priest made aimless
motions with his hands, reaching for a prop that was not there.
What was happening to him? He had sat at deathbeds before,
if that's what it was. This was like the death of a world.
"Mario?" Tocik found his prop. He clutched the old man's
hand, cupped over the arm of the chair; and when the eyes
opened, shocked by sunlight, they did not focus on him at all,but on something there where he was, something so lucent that
Mario Lianzi raised a hand to his face and shrank in the chair.
"Mario?"
"You go now, Father Tos'," Mario shook his head; "you
go. Too bright. ..."

"What

.

.

.?"

How

could Tocik comprehend, only forty years a priest,
that, perhaps, he stood in the presence of the one saint he was to
know? He was a practical, relatively charitable, and tired man;
so he put the strangeness down to the malady of age. "Come,
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down the garden, wearisome steps away, a dry
chuck and a sweep of sparrows answered him. Fairaway Mountain was only an exaggerated hill again, where it flowed with
the running light on the edge of town. He dragged his feet along
the side path, bent under a deprivation he did not understand.
Tocik was bewildered. He came out from under the arbor
of trees and the springing ivy into the ordinary day. No wings
quartered the sun; no shadows failed to fall. He listened very
hard for tires over the cobble-stones at the corner. They were
there, just out of sight; and, close by, leaves shed comfortably.
"An interruption in the flow of blood to the brain," he
explained to Sled at Mario's gate. "You have to expect these
boy," he said. Far

things."

By his gyrations it was obvious that the dog agreed
not their last agreement on that morning.

;

it

was

II

the Narbeth's: a twin that shared a common
NEXT DOOR,
No one about; and annoyed the priest on his sore

wall.
it
feet that Sled barked incessantly, his hackles rising, the whole
nape a thick ridge of swollen hair. Tocik knocked; the hollow
sound stirred distantly like an Indian summer drum. Sled backed
away and pulled toward the steps, entangling the little man's
legs in the leash.
"I won't take you with me anymore. You've the manners
of a Jesuit." Tocik slid the bag of tomatoes behind a filled milk
container and unraveled himself. He stood on tiptoe and squinted

through the high porch window.
.?"
"What's that?" he said. "What
There was nothing in the room.
"Pull yourself together, Sled," he said. But it wouldn't do.
People didn't walk out on him, in his parish, without his knowledge. Had Mario made him nervy? There was a room he had
sat in a few days before, as empty of life as the P.T.A. that
change had forced upon him.
He pressed his nose against the glass. Ghosts within would
shrink at that prefigured hallowe'en mask Tocik's performance
at the window: his nose flattened, his mouth blubbered like a
.

.

—

questing fish.
The varnished border where the rug had failed had, something to say of the room as it had been and Father Tocik rolled
his eyes for a shadow of himself as he had been, by the front
;
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bay window where he had rocked so short a time before. There,
alone in the room while Molly Narbeth boiled tea, he had had,
perhaps, his first visitation of that deception in Mario's garden.
There was the scratch where he had teetered, and the chair had
gouged the wood. Furniture gone, it was a wound cruelly exposed.
How long could he hide his failing ? The sun through bay windows
on bare surfaces was too bright for him; it stripped his house
to the bone. Who is not blinded by the lucidity of empty places?
He summoned what resources he had, that near half -century of
clerical discipline, and banished himself to some remote planet
in inner space.
Father Stanislaus Tocik prided himself on knowing the
condition of things in St. Philomena's: not only marriages and
births and deaths, but flights and defections and hauntings. He
had known, for instance, of Ford Pottle's wife and her sad
unmannerly exit, almost as soon as Ford himself. But here was,
to all appearances, a family vanished, and a house as empty as
one or two well-heeled souls he knew and in his parish. He
nibbled uneasily at the edge of the census roll while Sled quivered
against his leg.
"I do believe there's no one there," someone said. It was
so much a parody of his own silly thought that Tocik waved
Sled to silence. Then he heard light steps, and Sled's friendly
whimper, and a small voice "I'm Amelia Stokes, Reverend. Next

—

:

door, you

know."

"How d'you do." Women, to Tocik's age and temperament,
were to be weighed for their potential as housekeepers. Now this
one was rather on the frail side, and like as not on social security.
An advantage. And she did appeal to Sled. Tocik's mind worked
efficiently. The dog jutted its prognathous muzzle into her bony
hand.

"What a nice dog.
as a terrible surprise."

But they're gone, I'm

afraid. It's

come

"Meaning?"
"I didn't see

it,

but

I

was

told.

People in white uniforms

and a huge truck. They said that Mr. Narbeth must have been
changed suddenly he was at DeCourcv, you know. They said he
was eoing somewhere in the midwest."

—

"Ha, I don't believe it."
Amelia Stokes folded her hands across her flowered apron
and chastized him gentlv with churchmouse eyes.
"Watch vour manners, Sled." Tocik poked at the dog with
his foot. "What I mean is, I was here just two weeks ap-o, and
I'm sure I would have been told." Amelia Stokes' stock as a
potential housekeeper rose.
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"My husband and

I

find

it

hard to

believe,

but he saw the

truck."

So much for the housekeeper. Tocik had a curate under his
he could hardly support a husband.
Amelia stooped to Sled and gathered the great head in
rice-paper hands. She smiled winningly and sweetly at her lost
employer. "We loved their children. It was a nice family all
roof,

around."

"You

like children?"

"Ah, yes. We have none, you know."
Tocik spared an uncomfortable glance through the porch
window. Even haunted, he had a steady hand for business. "I'm
begging," he said. "I've a youth organization and a boy scout
troop. Great for people who like children."
Amelia drooped with a delicate embarrassment and shook
her head "I'm so sorry, Reverend. Dan wouldn't like it. He contributes to the Masonic Lodge and the Heart Fund. He's strict
about such things. It would be hard to explain to him," she
lowered her voice. "He won't admit it, but he doesn't hear well."
:

"Dan?"

"My

husband.

He

isn't

home now, but

I

couldn't go against

his wishes."

"Well, that settles that. I wish I could get cooperation like
that."
"Goodbye, Reverend." She stepped down to the path.
large brownish cat paraded from the bushes and moved regally
ahead of her. Sled yelped. Tocik opened his list and identified her
name; there was always a Daniel in his life.
For his parishioners Tocik did not need a census list, or a
list of any kind. He tolerated them as a parent tolerates his children: loving them, but liking them sometimes not at all. They
were a burden that, in these latter years, he would willingly
put down if he did not fear that he would bump about then,
aimlessly, with nothing but God to occupy his mind. He shrank
from an empty house: it reminded him of something yet to
come the long, unfurnished years when nothing would distract
him from the daily Guest he now put out of mind in his stark
and submarine humility and mortal fear. Standing on tiptoe, he
raised his hands again to the cross ledge of the window frame
with the same arc of the arms with which he elevated the Host
in the daily act beyond his power to abrogate and at the window
looking in for the third time he felt the same desolation, the
same intense loneliness and unseasonable cold.
Sled whined and begged from the limits of his leash, and
Tocik, who until these latter days had gone through life like

A

—

—

;
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Odysseus, being never at a loss, teetered and tottered between
the dog and the window and felt the hour grow late, though it
was scarcely noon.
"Well, what do you intend to do about this?" he asked Sled.
Uncharacteristically, Sled counseled flight, and Tocik welcomed
the opportunity to submit.
He walked with discomfort and more than customary haste
across the street to Ford Pottle's. That cantankerous man might
refuse to answer a knock out of the accumulated anger of his
loneliness and pain. But at least his house was no thing to be
awakened, to give back visions like a witch's stone or an old

—

home.
Tocik hammered on the door and found relief. When it was
obvious there would be no answer, he indulged himself in a shout

priests'

know

!"

you're there
At the house next door (Peckham Ramsay, the census
claimed) the shades were drawn. With a reluctant and distressed
glance toward the twin across the street, Father Tocik descended
the wooden steps and hobbled away, Sled dragging his tongue
and his master in a burst of huffing energy.
"Pottle

!

I

DAYS, Witticomb Drive came to its dead end
INatTHOSE
the side gate of DeCourcy, that final Witticomb extravagance perpetuated by the Brothers of St. Bardolph. "Ordo
Servorum Mendicantium," Tocik managed to make it sound
disreputable; "hah!" By the gate, embedded in the fieldstone
wall under the great copperbeech that named Witticomb Place,
a brass plaque shined and proclaimed the Brothers' device, the
newness of the College (19Jf8), and the antiquity of the Order
(13th Century). To announce antiquity seemed to Tocik egregious
bad taste and no excuse for the present state of things. But
between the 13th century and 1948 lay a past he could comprehend, that soughed away with the wheeling years and the wearing of his heart. He leaned against the flaking wall and drew
Sled to his side.
"Look back there," he ordered. "Take a good look." A twin
and a single on each side of the red bricked street that had once
been the drive to the Witticomb mansion, their porches heavy
with clematis, honeysuckle, and late rose, their white v/ooden
fretwork charming in a lattice of trees. How could it ever have
distressed him? It was a pleasant end to a parish that had little
left that was pleasant in it, and now he sighed for it for Tocik
had antennae that responded to chidings of final things, and he
foresaw the day when nothing that occurred on Witticomb Drive
;
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would be discussable simply because the Drive would be no
longer there and no one able to point to house or garden and
say: "That's where Sunderland, the Red Senator, lived" or "That's
." He had his
the place; that's where Mario saw the angel.
hints already, and soon DeCourcy must reach out and tumble
it all. Then, on Saturday afternoons in the far years of Indian
Summer, in a stadium calculated to raise the College and
Fiddler's Run into The Big Time, some DeCourcy quarterback
would cry the numbers echoing and drowning the voices of the
Narbeth children of Once Upon A Time. Seven, eight, nine, the
and the ball snapped,
voices said, here I come, ready or not
and the crowd roared, and he knew he would never be ready.
Pushing his hands into his pockets with the census sheets
tucked underarm, he dropped Sled's leash and limped onto the
campus through the baronial gate. The grand copperbeech that
reared symmetrically and heraldically above it held more interest for Sled than for him; he had never liked the Witticombs,
and he liked the Brothers of St. Bardolph considerably less.
.

.

—

.

.

,

.

.

.

They both upset too many applecarts. A fuzzy irritation, involving both of them and his feet, sustained him past the dormitory
complex (reminding him of nothing so much as Mayor Krause's
new sewage plant), the new Student Union ("a glass doughnut"),
the new chapel ("!"), and the Witticomb fountain. Perhaps
passing students spoke to him; he was not aware. He moved
momently in the future when the College, with the Witticomb
name and political machine behind it, subdued all the surrounding
land in the Name of Christ and Excellence. He anticipated, by
the disanpearance of St. Philomena's. Irremovvoice
able Pastor indeed! And hardlv an irremovable flock.
snoke to him by the fountain it whooshed and splattered about
him, made him mad, and offered him relief.
"Whoa there, Father You'll fall in." Throus-h the diffusion
of the sprav an enemv took shaDe, one he could deal with
multi-eyed like Argus, tangible, and gross. His hackles rose, and
Sled came to heel.
Tocik preferred not to look at the fountain. Rigid in a metal
gambol, bovine figures of indeterminate sex cavorted naked and
young fellow perched on
ecstatic under an umbrella of water.
its flaerstone edge, smiling. Of the two. Father Tocik opted for
the statuary.
"Didn't expect to see you so early in the term," the young
illogical corollary,

A

;

!

A

man

said. Perhaps the tone implied levity.
"You'll do more than see me this term," Tocik's rasp encouraged Sled to a growl. This was Father (What's-his-name?
Shallow?) one, in Tocik's book, of the "new breed": a Domini-

—
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can theology professor, suited in black motorcycle jacket, turtleneck sweater, boots, and dark glasses.
"Did you lose your laundry slip?" Tocik said.

"What? How's that?"
They were not alone. Deployed in postures of ennui about the
fountain were young creatures of as baffling a sex as the fountain frolickers. "Go back to your congregation," pressing Sled
to heel, Tocik gloried in his distaste as he crossed the twenty
remaining yards to the Georgian portico of the old Witticomb
house, now Witticomb Hall of DeCourcy. What wonders a little
flailing about did for one's spirits.
Sled drooped behind him, affected, as was only reasonable,
by his mood. Out by the fountain, young Swallow crystallized

—

again from the spray: "Say, Father why don't you join us?
A gutsy dialogue on Luke." The languid figures behind him
would not come into focus. Tocik waved it all away and sought
solitude on a bench that offered his back to the exegetes. He
sighed to see the litter nearby, picked up what appeared to be
a tabloid (Drummer? Bummer?) and fanned himself, squinting
his eyes and staring far away at the trees rippling and the sky
crinkling out of his control. When he focused again it was not
only the close horizon but the stranger vista of the exchange
behind him that came clear.
"Maybe it was Judas' bag," a piping voice said. "It was his
thing to suffer; like, maybe, he was a masochist."
"Think of it another way," that was Father Swallow.
"They're talking after the meal. He's gone, got some things to
do. One of them says 'Someone's gotta do it. If someone don't
do it, what's it all been about? What's the point of His life-style?'
And Judas says: "He's been too good to me. I couldn't do it."
Yeah, they talk it over they know there's gotta be a confrontation or his life won't be relevant. Judas listens to all this. It's
getting late, and they're not getting anywhere. Finally he says
'It's gotta be the least deserving, because whoever does it won't
relate to anybody after that. So it's gotta be me. Yeah, it's gotta
be me.'
"Yeah, man, that's it. He was humble, so he did his thing
:

;

and what happened?"

"What about that? Suppose he's a saint, and
the Establishment's been riding him?"

all

these years

."
"Yeah, that's tellinsr it like it is, man.
Tocik strugged to his feet. He buffeted his ris-ht ear with
the heel of his hand, stuffed the paner out of habit into his coat
Docket, and crooked a fine-er at Father Swallow, sprawled on
the grass and nibbling a dry stalk.
.
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"Right with you, gang," Father Swallow arrived at the
bench, smiling.

"What...?"
"Blow their minds," Swallow

said.

"Turn them

on.

Meet

right here, every day, and re-think the Gospels. Why don't you
join us?"
Tocik's lips moved for a few moments before he found his
voice "I'm going to have to make it back to St. Philomena's by
very easy stages after this. It's my life-style."
:

"You misunderstand," Father Swallow

said.
past. Sled nipped the Dominican's ankle.
It was farther than he knew it to be. He was almost at the
main gate before he remembered the tomatoes. "Sled, you've
got a mind like a sieve." He shuffled over to a stone bench,
severe with attic grace in the calculated Doric ruin that introduced the stranger to the portal of DeCourcy. "You're tired.

On

Sit

the

way

UD here a while."

He settled himself. St. Philomena's wasn't the only thing
out of reach. Perhaps the sanity of a comic strip? He opened
the paper (the phrase "beautiful and inspirational" caught his
eye it had that same, familiar ring)
I'ust

—

Sirs:

Dead bust-Warehouse opening was both
where the
Dead, followed the Flock and Fleetwood Mac (who did a fantastic set and gained a large local follotving). The set that you
describe as so-so was beautiful and inspirational to the thousands
of kids who have never been exposed to rock of the quaiity that
the Dead put down.
There is a very large hip community in New Orleams and
they are full in support of the Dead and of the Warehouse. Outside of Houston and parts of Florida, New Orleans has got to
be the headquarters of the South. A weekend night on Dauphine
fair

Your revort on
and factual. I

the

ivas at the opening night shoiv

Street in the French Quarter looks like St. Mark's Place without
the hostile vibes. The local straights are cool to the kids. Much
more so than in the East Village.
The Airplane and Dead busts may be a statement of policy
by the beat. The big cops may be uptight as you stated, but the
young patrolmen are much less paranoid. The New Orleans Pop
Festival was held last Labor Day weekend and drew fifty
thousand kids amd there was absolutely no hassle. And it was
held 15 miles below Baton Rouge (of Easy Rider fame.) It was
the best festival in the summer in terms of establishing relationships. The Airplane, Dead, Santana, Beautiful Day, Youngbloods,
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Country Joe, Iron Butterfly, Byrds, Chicago, Janis Joplin, and
Canned Heat put out a maximum effort to kids not used to rock
of their calibre. The response was great and Bear Hite was
moved to say "Anyone who puts down the South are full of shit."
Things are coming together everywhere.
Father Tocik shifted. Perhaps it was the way the light fell
on the paper. Were there such things as verbal hallucinations ? It
was said that at some points on the earth natural laws were
suspended, naturally. For instance, the great hole in the Carribean. ... He turned to Sled for help "Was it the strain of
the long walk, do you think?" He tried again:
:

Sirs:

Dennis Hopper seems to he just another asshole Americam,
tourist businessman at loose in Peru. "Gee dear, aren't those
Indians just darling?"

Peru

is

my

spiritual home, having lived with the Indians

summer of 1961, in a village at 10,000 feet eleva^
They turned me on to cocaine and a whole lot more, because
are a gentle, loving, stoned people who have been raped by

there in the
tion.

they

European and American colonists for over four hundred years.
And now comes the big Hollywood director, to show us how the
Indian savages kill a man as part of pretending to film him.
Bullshit! Hopper may be on a violence trip, but the Indians
of Peru aren't. If he knew cmy Indians he would know that.
The people with tuhom I lived took my picture with my camera
many times, and I lived to tell the tale.
The Incas from whom these Indians are descended practiced human sacrifice as part of their religion, and by means of
which desires for violence and revenge were relieved. Kind of a
Christ of the Year: one brutal murder rather than many. Perhaps
our leader should be chosen with the understanding that at the
end of a year he dies for all of us, live on TV.
.

.

.

folded the tabloid (Bummer? Drummer?) carefully and
beside him. He had not felt this way since the Chinese
Bishop addressed the Blessed Virgin Sodality in Mandarin.
Slumped on a seat designed for Socratic dialogue, he questioned
Were these his boy scouts ? He could have been a derelict, indebted
to the charity of a bankrupt mission for his clothes, or his ideas.
It's the posture of the body tells these things in the wink of an
eye when the world directs its attention elsewhere, and one is
off one's guard.

He

placed

it
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ACROSS THE

trolley tracks of South Main the red brick
ruins began. In his latter years, old Patrick Witticomb had
used the side gate only, enlarging it to accommodate two Pierce
Arrows abreast. That, after white trash had taken over South
Main (He'd stopped using the main gate long before the Blacks
moved in). He'd gotten "white trash" from Intolerance, and elsewhere. His terminology, like his education, owed something to the
movies. For the copperbeech, his initial indebtedness was Gone
With The Wind. He could hardly call his ancestral acres "Tara."
So for the first time in his bumptious and largely useless life he
turned an eye dimmed from clipping coupons, and ogling the
ladies of Fairaway over three generations, to the fine old trees
that Mario talked to before he could speak English to anyone else.
"I need a name for this place," he said to Tocik. It was the
occasion of another block collection, long ago. "I can't make head
or tail out of what that ginzo says."

"How

about

"Not enough

Ann Hathaway's

A

Cottage?"
house should be like a

tree, rooted in
the red earth."
"I need a Holy Infant of Prague." Tocik hadn't much else
to v/orry about in those days he was the youngest administrator
in the state, and the old pastor left him pretty much alone. "You
take care of that, and I'll get you your name."
Tocik kept his part of the bargain, though for an old breaker
boy from Mahonay Plain he had to learn a bit more about the
nomenclature of trees than he cared to know. Copperbeech
appeared on bronzes at the gates in letters large enough to
identify a hospital or a lunatic as3^1um, over each threshhold, on
letterheads, and in elaborate gold script across the doors of the
two Pierce Arrows. The Driest had a few choice names for Patrick
Witticomb as well, for the comine- of the Holv Infant of Prague
had to wait on a year of Bingo. The old devil had not kept his
fortune by honoring promises.
"I'm a "oanhandler," he said to Sled. "I'm just a panhandler."
If he was, he was working his side of the street now. It was
Church Street, named, not after St. Philomena's, but Gloria Dei
Lutheran that stood and had for over one hundred and eighty
years at the corner of South Main. That would not close down
it was a certified historical monument. Casting about him on
occasion, Tocik saw the possibility of certifying only his curate.
It was eleven thirty. The discouraged railroad trees (ailanthus altissima) leaned out toward the light from the alleyways
of Church Street. Hydrangea in shades of disheartened blue
struggled from the bricks in the yard of The Esther Silabub
class.

;
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Funeral Home, and a lavendar crepe hung beside a stenciled
sign ("No Peddlars No Loitering") by the door. Whoever had
died, it was none of his a supernumerary death. Old Witticomb
had met his Maker at High Noon, that hour appropriate for a
showdown indeed, for Tocik's money, the one appropriate act
of his life, except for siring Liam Witticomb. His mind dwelt
in dark and grumbling places; but behind them there were the
barrens and the ache of a blow below the belt, anonymously

—

;

—

delivered.
"A foul blow," he said,

and confronted Mr. Gottlieb, the
postman, emerging from the varnished door.
"You can't have your mail yet; I'm not ready for you,"
Gottlieb said. "It's still in there." He adjusted his pack and
nudged a shoulder toward his mail buggy by the curb, where
at this hour of each weekday it stood while Mr. Gottlieb settled
Uncle Sam's business, and his, with Esther Sillabub, Prop. On
Church Street, these things were noted in passing.
"You never bring me anything but grief," Tocik said. "I can
wait." The bright brown eye of the brown widow Silabub flashed
behind her plate glass windov/s.
Mr. Gottlieb flicked his
moustache, and Father Tocik passed with a fleeting hunch about
death and concupiscence and the instruments of the governments
of man visions of allegories danced in his head. But in the practical world there was elegant Mr. Gottlieb, the five little Gottliebs,
and the harrassed and depleted Mrs. Gottlieb whose performance
in the human comedy would once, in his salad days, have moved
him to sermonize, but who seemed now to be, like Tocik himself,
largely grubbing for a little silly comfort before the dark.
At the corner the windows of Tanner's Grocery were
boarded, as they had been for five years. Spray paint grafitti
announced Dude, Milo, Big Bottom, and Kill The Pigs. Mrs.
Tanner cared inefficientlv for her blind husband in the apartment above the store, where she waited in disbelief and intermittent terror for doomsday. Her world had never been much
larger than the span of her husband's sight. It was not to Tocik's
credit that he evaded thought of the Tanners, though he did
consult the barometer by the door, still working while larger and
:

more sophisticated facilities failed.
The barometer was falling. His arches confirmed the read-

He crossed the old triangular porch of the store with its
slim iron pillars and carpenter's gothic tracery above the boarded
bay. Here, in the flush years when he was a curate himself, he
had filled his pockets with jawbreakers, jujubees, and maryjanes
for his visits to the grades. It had been a place of refreshment,
light, and peace. Now his school was closed, the building let to
ing.
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Jehovah's Witnesses and The Police Athletic League. It had been
a very small school, in those days when Fiddler's Run seemed a
very small town.
A hundred yards up the street, St. Philomena's stood in
brownstone gothic gloom, though the day was bright enough with
but a single thunderhead poised above the steeple. He waited for
the traffic light, pulling Sled in against his legs. A horn honked
at him in greeting. He identified the arm waving above the
tonneau it performed as vociferously at Holy Name meetings
Oscar Lautche, builder, neo-Nazi, and Jew-baiter from the Borough Council. He waved in return. Fellow wayfarer.
How close his haven was! The second floor of the parish
house, a narrow room, an overstuffed chair a bit thin where
the springs, like one's bones, pressed to be free. He was in the
room, in the chair by the time he passed the second alley from
the corner and he had the illusion it was the voice of his housekeeper that interfered with such timid effrontery with his rest

—

—

;

"Fader"

insistently,

"Fader ..."

Fader, Reverend, Pastor Plain Stan Tocik might make that
chair before his legs gave out it was the strongest argument at
the moment for defection from the priesthood.
"Yes, Sled?"
"It's me. Over here."
Over there was the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost brick
jammed between Lorene's Beauty Salon and a boarded, empty
house beside the rectory. Gaunt as Fasting itself and taller than
was likely, Florabelle Wardzinsky was one of the Undeserving
Poor. She spoke angrily and trembled, but not from anger. "You
promise me a roof. What gud your promise? I don' have a man
here; I got kids to care for." He looked up at the grey face on
which death sat crowned, her hair fierce as Cassandra's, and the
eyes and mouth slack with the water of prophecy. "You call
yourself a priest. You go to hell. Wait 'til you alone with nobody
." She was drunk.
to take care for you.
"Mrs. Wardzinsky, I sent someone to fix your roof."
!

;

.

.

"You don' have to live here. You don' care." She drew
back into the house, an appointed guide, and he would have to
follow. Her legs were meatless, her stockings flopped like a
child's, and she scuffed stiffly before him in oversized sneakers.
His eyes were out from the bright day; some light softened
behind brown paper over a window, and Sled's lurch warned
him of the stairs. From above a voice intoned, and the woman
stalked up into a purgatorial blue. The voice said "Bad breath"
and "Kissing sweet." It was happier than his parishioners' voices.
Mr. Wardzinsky had gone again; Tocik knew that. He
:
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painted great, jolly flopping clowns for the amusements at Fairaway, leaning over the arch of the Tunnel of Love with potatothumbed, white-gloved, generous hands; he had made the loose
red mouth that swallowed them all, laughing, into the Fun House
and his was the great eye that winked from Madame Calypso's
Tent of Truth. He was the locus classicus of Occasion and Chance,
rolling home a Croesus when the trotters were right, or not at
all for days on end. Every Sunday, at Twelve Thirty Mass, Father
Tocik placed the Host on his tongue, a member as outrageous
as anything his fuzzy imagination had conceived for the midway.
Often he escaped through the sacristy while Florabelle and her
brood lay in ambush for him by the pamphlet rack at the door.
He never missed communion, though how he escaped Mrs. Wardzinsky was not always clear. She blamed the priest.
Tocik surfaced into the poisonous blue. Four heads bent to
the screen of a huge color television set against the street window.
The lone bed made more than the room could comfortably hold.
"Why aren't they in school?" Tocik slid on a coke bottle and
banged against the wall. The heads turned, and Sled leapt
amongst the children with joy.
"The niggers beat them up is v/hy. I ain't sending any more.
They get beat up."
"Mrs. Wardzinsky, you can't do that."
"That ain't your business. Upstair's your business."
Tocik did not argue. He did not ask about the television.
Sometimes Wardzinsky arrived in a taxi; once he had bought a
grand piano after a wild weekend at Fairaway, only to find he
could not get it through the door. He lay across the piano and
cried, while Florabelle cursed from the second window; and the
children, gaunt cherubs that might have tempted El Greco,
leaned out from the third floor.
Up on the third floor, Mrs. Wardzinsky bent to the low
ceiling.

"My kids got sleep here. What you care? What God care?
Them men tramp across the roof and it's bad as ever. The rain,
whoosh. Look, you look."
Tocik looked. He could stand straight in the middle of the
room, squeezed between four cots. Light poured in from the knee
high windows, front and back, boxed in the airless smother.
Peeled plaster powdered across the floor; the bare laths ran,
brown from seeping rain, from the chimney. A great frousled
bear (won, or stolen, from the midway?) poked paws, a button
nose, and one eye from under a rag and bob-tailed pile of clothes
or rags in the corner. Faded memorial news photos of John F.
Kennedy, Robert Kennedy, and Pope John XXIH were thumb42

tacked to the ceiling. On one of the cots, a toy train without
wheels; on another, a flapper doll from a midway shooting
gallery.
A crucifix, its corpus hanging askew from the nail
through the feet, like the rod of a free swinging metronome
between the front windows. A taffy stuck to a mattress; the
smell of urine.
The way the world began.
Tocik was unreasonably angry: "Why don't you open a
.

.

.

window ?"

"My kids got notting.
the money. Cheapskate."
He
Go

sat

Your roof don'

leak.

The Church got

down suddenly "Go away. Let me think what to do.
me a minute." He was dizzy. Either he or
:

downstairs. Give

the crucifix swayed, pulsing to no sound but the suction of his
heart. Florabelle descended, like a jack-in-the-box the laths ran
through her face and her skin was cracked plaster. He went down
on his knees and lay his head on his hands on the edge of the cot.
There was nothing to think about.
A scratching and a questioning, and Sled's nose came up in
his face, pushing and querying. He pulled the! dog in against him.
The warm body quivered in his arms. The buzz of a fly recon;

stituted silence.

Things were coming together everywhere. H^
suff ocatinpf weicrht in the air. There were watchers.
head, seeking Mario's angel.

"What you

doinsr.

He

felt

their

lifted his

Fader?"

His audience had changed. There were four heads now. ud
over the landing, bearing as little resemblance to the ruined
creatures who had sired them as he himself bore to a young
curate who fell into the comfortable living of St. Philomena's
forty years before.
"I'm begging," he said, pulling himself to his feet with the
aid of Sled's collar.
"We help, Fader? Dere's notting gud on television."
"You do. You do." He sat on the cot and drew them into the
circle of his arms. He was no good with conventional gestures.
They were dirty, and anonymous, and in the heavy air they
smelled. Touching them he knew his loneliness. "I must go now.
Your mother wants to see me."
She was on the bed on the floor below. "Nobody care if I
die," she said.

"For God's sake woman, get up and sober up, and get your
children back to school where they belong."
"Dem niggers beat dem."
In this house the darkness was less oppressive than the
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light. "All right,

I'll

take them for lunch."

"You

fix dat roof. Cheapskate."
So Father Tocik concluded his block collection. Man and boy,
and dog, his procession limped up the steps of the rectory out
of pocket and, like a perfectly respectable cartoon character,
crowned by a black cloud and the mark of a question.
Burdened with a heavy conscience, weighted down with
pounds of tomatoes, plump and platonic and red as heart's blood,
he knelt at last at the main altar of St. Philomena's and accused
himself of malice and indifference and sloth.

—

Even there the empty house on Witticomb Drive came back
to plague him, like the empty faces and empty pews that distracted him now at Mass, since the altar had been torn from the
reredos and given a turnabout, and he, in his most intimate
prayers, had to face up to them.

And as he recapitulated the morning it seemed he had
played the bad-tempered clown again a part especially suited
to one whose sense of reality did not include a satisfactory

—

accommodation to

it.

Kneeling there, he thought of the rectory nearby as a wavfar^r thinks of home. His imagination dared not strusrgle with
God, but if heaven were the rectory room he allowed himself he
would have been satisfied and hoT)ed for no more. His parish had
scaled

down

—considerably—his practical image of

felicity.

From Small Impulses
CHARLES H. BUTTERFIELD
I try to call the timothy heads,
hovering above the fescue, an idea
taking wave under me,
here at the fence,
rolling me across the knoll and laughing
in the leaf -wash as it spills me
over the ridge,
but I don't know how to name
their easy sighs

that rise by the cloudsf ul
and sweep away from these
small impulses.
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Be Back

at

—
GLORIA

TWOtheOLD MEN
one
first

L.

sitting on a park bench.
says.
long, long pause.

A

KIRCHHEIMER

"Spring in the air,"
"So why should I?"

says the second.
Sam chuckled, tying his apron. "Spring in the air. ." Even
the river smell was coming through the chemical stench from
New Jersey. Shad fishermen setting out their nets.
Young
lovers in Central Park.
The new helper was slapping the floor with a mop, dreamy
as befitted the season.
"Come back to Bayside," Sam's wife had said again. "Close
the store in that terrible neighborhood. Now, before they build
that rehabilitation center next door for the addicts. The West
Side hag the highest crime rate " "Third highest," he corrected.
Today he would bring her some mimosa from the subway vendor.
No, the subway vendor was beaten up last week in the pause
between local and express.
Slap, slap, lethargically mopping, the school dropout Sam
had hired last week had his eyes almost closed. Give these people
a chance. If we don't, who will? We know what it's like to be
barred.
The delicatessen's first customer of the day, the philosophy
professor from Columbia stopped in to pick up a sandwich for
lunch. "Heavenly pastrami, Professor. Oh
" Take that back.
Heavenly was a serious term. These philosophers, if you say
"Table" to them it means God knows what. But the professor
said he would take Sam's word for it. Having won the dialectic
debate, Sam threw in an extra pickle.
Just then, his friend Williams the park attendant came in,
!

.

.

.

.

.

—

—

wearing a hat of all things.
"To what do we owe the honor?" asked Sam.
"I finally got my promotion," Williams laughed,
cap to reveal a large bandage. "Yessir, four stitches."
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lifting his

—""

Sam

quickly

came around to the front and took Williams'
table. "Take cash, Curtis," he waved to

arm, steering him to a

(And how many storekeepers around here let their
black and Puerto Rican help take cash? None of them. Only the
bosses handled the money.)
"Little kids in a fight with Coke bottles," Williams said.
"I try to break it up and this is what I get." He moved his jovial
face from side to side. "Yessir. You know what jny supervisor
says to me? 'Next time you look the other way unless they are
defacing the property. That's your job,' he says to me, 'park main"
tenance. Nothing else.'
"I'll talk to that law teacher later when he comes in for his
strudel. It's an outrage." Sam's jowls quivered.
"Can't do anything against the will of the Lord," said
Williams. He insisted on paying for his coffee with its ersatz
cream. "Tell me, how come you Jewish people always get the
good weather for your holidays?"
"We got pull," Sam said. "Say you in particular will
appreciate this one Abe the astronaut comes back from heaven
and meets his friend Jake in the street. Jake says to him, 'Tell
me please, what does God look like?' He begs his friend to tell
.'
him. So Abe finally says, 'Well, first of all she's black
Sam wiped his counter appreciatively but Williams only smiled
and said that the sandbox crowd was expecting him.
He almost tripped over the next customer, a well-known
junkie who came in dazed every morning for a piece of stale rye
bread. Sam took him by the shoulders and guided him out gently.
."
"All right Joe, nice fresh air
his helper.

—

:

—

.

"Come back

Bay side."

.

.

.

had fancy
marijuana parties and wrecked mansions. "But you don't see
them wandering glassy-eyed in the middle of the street
Or lying on the sidewalk with a seizure, in full view of school
children. Needle Park they called the mall between uptown and
downtown iBroadway, haven for winos, the homeless and the old
refugees who still walked over from West End Avenue when the
wind was too strong for sitting on Riverside Drive. A stench of
But look to the West and
gasoline and pollution from above
see the tantalizing Hudson River sparkling ^when it can
through the veil of industrial smoke, and the glorious Palisades
Central Park with its grottoes.
rising steeply. Look to the East
Nothing like this in Bayside.
Two guys came in, workmen laden down with tools.
"The corn beef is good today, gentlemen," Sam was careful
to say. Two husky black fellows with muscles to lift a Steinway
grand. Never mind, these people are better in athletics and more
to

All right, in Bayside they

—

.

—
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power to them black power I am up on things, Sam thought.
"You got a leak in the back, Mister."
"What are you talking—? What leak?"
"We got a report about a leak." The silent one was looking
!

at the ceiling.
"I didn't call you. Must be a mistake." Slap, dash, the mop
against his feet. Sam checked a sharp reprimand to the new kid.
He shouldn't see his temper was getting up.

"Maybe your partner

called," suggested the taller guy.

"I don't have a partner."
"Did you hear, Georgy, he doesn't have a partner."
Now what business was it of theirs? "You go tell your boss
it's a mistake. I got work to do." Imagine, a man walking around
with a beaded hat like that, like some African chief in dungarees.
The quiet one was wearing a tight black stocking on his hair.
"Say Mister, maybe you didn't hear me right." Alcohol.

Yes, Sam could smell it. Alcohol on the breath and it wasn't even
ten a.m. "We got a job, same as you. Now we got a complaint
from the landlord about a leak in this vicinity. Now that's here.
The haberdasher next door, he's closed for death in the family it
says on his door. He don't have the refrigerating equipment you
got in your back."
"Is that the door to the back?" the other one mumbled.
"It's not the door to the front," Sam said.
"Would you mind stepping this way and showing us where
you keep the compressor?"
The back was full of soda cases and musty pipes. What did
he know from fancy compressors. His had been installed twenty
years ago, second hand. He wouldn't be surprised if some of
those pipes leaked.
The new helper was leaning on his mop, watching him.
"Go get a piece of rye, Curtis. It'll give you energy." The
kid didn't move. It was very quiet except for a small child outside
crying out to his mother, nose pressed against the shop window,
"Mir a, mira, Mama los knishes!
"Must be the condenser, what do you say, Georgy?" Metallic
clanking came from the big guy's body as he moved
Oversized wrenches and pliers, screw drivers, a whole machine shop
sticking out of his pockets.
Georgy ran a hand over his black silky cap. "The man expects
us to repair a leak while we're standing at the counter."
"Maybe he thinks we're magicians." The big guy swung that
heavy tool box back and forth, heavy enough to wrench another
arm out of its socket.
"Come back later," Sam said, putting a salami on the scale.

—

.
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"I can't leave the counter." The landlord was vacationing in
Nassau. If there was a leak, they should have called Sam directly.
Leaning a large glistening elbow on the counter, the big guy
said, "We have the time, Mister. We can wait. We don't want to
be in your way." Considerately they moved away and sat down
at a small table.
"I once served a State Senator at that same table, you know

that!"

Sam

called.

PEOPLE ON THE West

Side were friendly, not like the East
actors and artists lived here. "You get to
know your neighbo7's," one of them was quoted, "that's why I
moved here." "Easy for them to talk," Sam's wife said. "Living
in those fancy triplexes on the Drive or Central Park West with
a hundred doormen. They don't have to walk the dog at night or
ride in the subways with the perverts." "The East Side also has
perverts." "But they're well dressed, they're like gentlemen."
One admired the muscles on these black men. Acquired perhaps in forced labor, chain gangs. Poor guys. "Can I interest
you in a hot dog, gentlemen ?" Sam wouldn't charge them, in the
fullness of his heart, thinking how his beloved America had been
so remiss in helping these people. For confirmation he turned
to the wall, happy to see the framed picture of Old Glory above
that of the White House. Let no outside man criticize his country.
The last five presidents smiled down at Sam from the wall above
the baked beans.
".
he can't pitch to save his ass," the big fellow was saying.
Some of Sam's best customers were non-white. The domestic
workers came in often, knowing they would get quality. (If only
they knew what went into Rabbi Zukowsky's bologna!)
The Bombay lady came in, a lush dot in the middle of her
forehead. The two workmen stared at her sari. Proud Sam, to
have such a customer. Nowhere in Bayside would he see the
galaxy of people he had here. There was a North Chinese wedding
party last week, just below the Congregation of Jews from
Bratislava on the second floor. On Saturday mornings, the
clusters of orthodox Jewry were often displaced by a contingent
of men in wheelchairs, minus a limb or two, out to take the sun
by the Cuchifritos sign, moved mysteriously from the Transients
Hotel to the festive corner. When the sun shone on the West Side
it lit up the Palisades and danced on the Hudson, polluted or not.
Look to the East Central Park. Sam felt like a colossus when
he stood on Broadway, straddling the two, the Drive and the
Park. Bayside was all right to live in but not to visit.
Side.

.

Famous

.

—
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"How about it, Mister." Sam jumped. The big guy had crept
up on him, right there behind the counter without so much as
clearing his throat. "Let's go to the back."
Now where the hell is Curtis. The mop was standing by the
door, a filthy Medusa. And the kid was nowhere.
"Now now you see I definitely can't leave the front." Sam
put the salami on the scale, removed it and cut off an end which
he ate, and put the salami back on the scale, puzzled at what
he saw.
The fellow took off his beaded cap, looked at it and spoke

—

again rapidly. "Let me make this clear. You got a compressor
in the back, compressor got a condenser. Condenser got a pipe
and water's in the pipe" (Sam was staring at the subtle beading
of the hat, a hypnotic design) "
and there's a leak, a leaky pipe.
If you don't take us to the back, we'll do it alone and we're not
responsible, see." The other fellow had moved to the front door
and was twirling the hands on the cardboard sign with the clock
on it Will Be Back At.
The only sounds in the store came from the workmen's
heavy breathing. Or was it his own breath Sam heard, a wheezing
intake, an exhalation of short gasps, the kind they taught to

—

:

.

.
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women in labor.
You could never

get a cop when you wanted one. Perhaps
they were in cahoots around here. How come that notorious bar
had never been closed where loan sharks and numbers people
hung around, the big time pushers.
Sure the cops knew.
"You scared of something maybe? You got rats in the back
of your store?" He put the beaded cap back on and grinned.
The chutzpah! "In my store? I been here for fifteen years."
"I know," said the man, "and you make a mighty nice living
with those prices you charge."
"I got an appointment at noon," said the other one, Georgy.
"Let's get this over with."
Sam knew there was something he must ask them. Where
was the official piece of paper with instructions from a higher
up ? He was afraid of having them come too close and he refrained
from asking. The forearm of the big fellow was tattooed with
numbers.
"It's amazing," Sam said, putting the salami back on the
scale. "That thing on your arm, it's like a concentration camp.
Don't you see?" Don't you see that we are brothers? All men are
brothers. This one was swinging a wrench right in front of his
There were a couple of
nose. To the back, come to the back.
steps behind the back door. What if he should fall he would
have to go first, it would be so easy for them then.
.

.

.
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"Come on, Mister," said the big guy gently. "We're union,
get paid by the hour."
"Curtis, where are you?" Sam called, dragging his feet on
the sawdust, leading the way. "The floor's a mess. ."
As they reached the back door, Sam said, "I give money
every month to the NAACP." He heard them snickering behind
him. "My niece," he continued, his voice rising as they urged him
."
into the darkness, "she teaches in Harlem.

we

.

.

Secrets
PATRICIA HENLEY
The house knows:
in every room she's wired
for a crisis. Once they mainlined
seamy stories all night
under the candle's glance,

bartering genitals.
Now the bed on claw feet
follows her around,
nagging. Sheets threaten,
the Indian bedspread
crumples, leering.
She smothers fantasy

membrane by membrane
back into her brain pan.
He pours the sauterne.
She boils water
for the saffron rice.
Passing her in the kitchen
he squeezes her breast

by

habit.
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An Old

Fear

DANNYEROMINE
At

five I was terrified
of melaleuca blooms
their pungent sideshow smells,
their puffed white
caterpillar shapes
furled against the sky.
I feared the merest wind
would shake them loose

to
I

swarm my

skin like

flies.

learned early to walk

with stomach muscles taut
beneath exotic trees,
to quicken my step,
to sniff out doom
before its final descent.

m

arginaua
llCi

(continued)

Jaws, just in case you are one of the hardy individualists
neither read the novel nor seen the movie, is about the
police chief of a small Long Island seashore town who wants to
close down the town's beaches because a shark has eaten a
swimmer. He is resisted by the town fathers, who see the
economic survival of the resort threatened by the loss of summer
business. That particular conflict may have a familiar ring to it.
There is a similar incident forming the central theme of An
Enemy of the People. In Ibsen's play, you may remember, the
crusader is a doctor who wants to close down the health springs
that are the town's principal attraction because they have become

who has

polluted; his antagonists include his brother, the Mayor, and his
father-in-law, whose tannery is the principal source of pollution.
Perhaps that conflict might have served Benchley as well
as it did Ibsen, had he chosen to focus on it. For Ibsen, the
struggle of Peter Stockmann came to symbolize the idealist's
perennial fight against corrupt society, the tyranny of the
majority, the greed of businessmen, the hypocrisy of the press.
It is a preachy play, but at least it is about something. The trouble
with a knocked down novel like Jaws is that it is not about anything; it is assembled out of the working parts from other writ-
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Every piece, every nut and bolt must he used, even the
pieces that serve no purpose and tend to stick out at funny
angles. The end result of someone's having put too many pieces
in the box is the building of a monster the novel, I mean, not
the shark.
Apparently one of the good things about the movie, which I
have not seen, is that it sticks to the shark, the only consistently
believable character in the book, and is content to be a cheap
thriller with spectacular and gory special effects. I prefer that
kind of honest showmanship, even while I choose for the sake
of my stomach to avoid the film. What bothers me about the
novel is an air of pretentiousness that flows not only from the
echoes of Ibsen in the beginning but even more objectionably
from the overtones of Moby Dick in the final chapters dealing
with the chase and the killing of the giant white shark by Quint.

ings.

—

Quint, the shark killer, by the way, is Mr. Benchley's plastic
Captain Ahab, bearing as much similarity to Melville's "grand,
ungodly god-like man" as Chief Martin Brody bears to Ibsen's
idealistic Peter Stockman. The resemblances are grafted on, presumably to give the book a "greatness by association" that

succeeds only in being pretentious plagiarism.
The book is hardly worth the energy I'm spending on it.
My annoyance is really directed at it because it exemplifies the
kind of book that is assembled rather than written. It is put
together by a writer, preferably one with limited skills and no
aspirations toward art, and a committee of editors whose business
acumen far exceeds their literary judgment. All are firm believers in H. L. Mencken's cynicism: "You'll never go broke
underestimating the intelligence of the American people."
They've been right quite often.
My yearly summer survey, conducted with careful research
techniques along the Jersey shore, assures me that Jaws is indeed
this year's beach book, joining a grand line that included The
Exorcist, The Godfather, Valley of the Dolls, and Airport. / am
not snobbish about best sellers. As a matter of fact, I think trashy
novels may be jvst the thing for the beach, and Airport is just
that; I don't think it pretends to be anything more. But Jaws
and The Exorcist are manipulative books that center on people's
primal fears, not to deal with them honestly but to create
amalgams of sex and violence to be solved by phoney melodrama.
There are those who will say I am only jealous of the financial
success of these books. They are wrong. Because the novel I'm
working on will be a real blockbuster. Manny. There's this girl,
see. She runs away from this old toad she married for money,
taking nothing with her but her bikini. She meets up with this
black guy and they start down the Mississippi on a raft, figuring
to get to New Orleans about Mardi Gras time. Oh, I almost forgot.
After her husband caught her with an airplane steward named
Dale, he had a tattoo done on her in red where it wouldn't show.
(He didn't count on the bikini.) Anyway they're going down
river when their raft gets sunk by a whale. Are you beginning

—

to see the possibilities,

Manny ?

J.J.K.

.
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